
Plan A
Todd made the obvious decision to divide the work into 
two sections and start from both ends where there were 
ports to land men and materials. As soon as the word was 
out, the Telegraph Office was flooded with men looking 
for work on the Line.3 However, the work would be done 
by contract and Todd decided to divide each of the two 
sections – the Southern Section (1000 miles) and the 
Northern Section (700 miles) -- into three sub-sections. 

This was advertised on 25 June and contractors were 
given barely a week to submit their tenders:4 perhaps 
this haste might have been a contributing factor to the 
problems that followed. Todd, meanwhile, had called 
separate tenders for the supply of wire and insulator pins5 
and the Commissioner of Police went looking for horses.6 
About 60 tons of wire was found locally and the balance 
of materials, including 3000 iron poles, would come from 
England.7 

By 7 July, rumours were flying around Adelaide that 
tenders had been accepted but it wasn’t officially 
announced until the following Monday that the tenders of 
William Dalwood and Joseph Darwent had been accepted 
for the first two sections of the Northern Section, totalling 
about 500 miles; and of John Rounsevell for the other 
four sections, a total of 1200 miles.8 Dalwood & Darwent 
signed their contract on 20 July, lodged their sureties, 
and got on with the job. Darwent, a shipping agent, 
had sold his twin-masted schooner, the Gulnare, to the 
SA Government the year before to be used as a supply 
ship for the Northern Territory9 and so he chartered the 
Omeo, a much bigger steamship, captained by George 
Calder.10 On 20 August, the Omeo, almost literally loaded 
to the gunwales, left Port Adelaide, the event causing “a 
considerable amount of excitement”.11

Plan B
Rounsevell, meanwhile, was having second thoughts 
and decided not to sign his contract.12 Todd was told “to 
proceed with the work without delay”13 and, on 6 August, 
the SA Government called tenders for the construction 
of a line from Port Augusta for a distance of about 500 
miles. The country from Port Augusta to Mount Margaret 
(about 400 miles) was a known quantity – a sheep 
station had been established there in 1862 and a mail 
run was extended there in 186414 – and that section 
was considered to be “a comparatively easy part of the 
business”:15 Mount Margaret would become the supply 
depot and tenders were called for carting materials and 
stores there from Port Augusta.16 

On 27 August, Edward Bagot secured the contract to 
construct the 500 mile Southern Section;17 a few days later 
he also secured the cartage contract.18 The remainder 
became known as the Central Section and would be 
constructed by working parties supervised by the 
Government.19 They would take the line about 75 miles 
north of Central Mount Stuart where it would meet the 
Northern Section.20

At first, the Central Section was divided into four sub-
sections, and a line inspectors were appointed for each: 
Alfred Woods, Gilbert McMinn, James Beckwith, and R 
R (Dick) Knuckey.21 Under their supervision, the first two 
parties assembled in the Survey Paddock on the banks of 
the Torrens with three months’ provisions (the Governor’s 
wife promised to to present the expedition with a supply 
of books) and set out by road on 29 August.22 The other 
two followed on 5 September, Todd admonishing them “to 
keep clear of public houses”. 

By now, they had decided to split the Central Section 
into five, now identified as A to E, with William Harvey in 
charge of the northern-most section.23 Harvey, a surveyor, 
had been sent ahead in late July with John Ross, manager 
of the Mount Margaret Station and an experienced 
bushman, to mark out a route for the Line.24  

The First & Last Poles
The die was cast. The South Australian Government had to have its Overland Telegraph 
Line ready for service by 1 January 1872. This was the date by which the Telegraph 
Construction and Maintenance Company had to have their undersea cable from Java 
completed.1 The Government passed the “Port Augusta and Port Darwin Telegraph 
Bill” on 10 June 1870 and Charles Todd, Superintendent of Telegraphs, was told “to 
make immediate arrangements”.2 He had just 18 months.
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Planting the first pole at Port Darwin as seen on the front page of the 
Adelaide Illustrated News, 1 December 1870



First Poles
News that the first pole of the Northern Section had been 
planted reached Adelaide on 5 October, three weeks after 
the event; the next day came the news that the first pole 
of the Southern Section had also been planted.
The Omeo had reached Port Darwin on 9 September and 
caused quite a stir: up until then, the handful of residents 
had been waiting for news of the telegraph line to be 
built to Queensland which was the British Australian 
Telegraph (BAT) Company’s original proposal.25 With no 
port facilities, it took some time to unload the stores and 
equipment and set up a camp but finally, on 16 September 
1870, the first pole was ready. The honour of performing 
the ceremony was given to Harriett Douglas, eldest 
daughter of Captain Bloomfield Douglas, the Government 
Resident. 
On hand was Samuel Sweet. Sweet had given up his 
sea-going career to set up business in Adelaide as a 
photographer but had accepted a commission from the 
South Australian Government in 1869 to captain the 
Gulnare. Fortunately for posterity, Sweet had his camera 
and chemicals with him and his photographs of Darwin 
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and the Overland Telegraph, with their remarkable clarity, 
are an invaluable record. 

The news from Port Augusta reached Adelaide more 
quickly. 

At first it was reported that Benjamin Babbage and William 
Abbott would be the inspectors who would lay out the 
route and oversee the construction of Bagot’s Southern 
Section.26 But it was William Towler, not Babbage, who 
stepped off the steamship Lubra at Port Augusta on 
30 September with the rest of Bagot’s party.27 

Towler had been Chief Line Inspector in Todd’s Telegraph 
Department but had been retrenched in March 1869.28 He 
then proposed forming a company to connect Adelaide 
to the overseas network with a line via King George’s 
Sound (Albany) and Perth to the North West Cape.29 
Todd was critical of the scheme and, despite interest 
from the Western Australian Government, it failed to 
gather support. The next we hear of Towler is that he was 
appointed superintendent of Bagot’s party.30

Towler wasted no time. A camp was established at Stirling, 
about five miles east of Port Augusta in the vicinity of 
Minchin’s Well, and the first pole of the Southern Section 
was planted on 1 October. There was no ceremony but 
Towler gave the men a glass of beer31 and several of them 
inscribed their names on the pole.32 

Now it was just a matter of running 2800 kilometres of 
No 8 galvanised iron wire to connect these two poles.

The Last Pole
The first poles are clear enough but there needs to be 
careful analysis of where the “last pole” was planted. It 
was somewhere in the Northern Section where work had 
been stopped by two successive tropical Wet Seasons. The 
line south from Port Darwin had been completed as far as 
the Roper Creek and a depot was established on the Roper 
River proper to be restocked with supplies brought around 
the eastern coast from Adelaide.  

Andrew Crouch has carefully pieced together the 
accounts written in their diaries by the men actually 
doing the work33 and that serves as the foundation for the 
account that follows. The construction did not proceed 
continuously. Instead, in the last few months, there was 
a mad scramble as the construction teams leap-frogged 
each other to erect poles where they could while the 
wiring parties struggled behind them with the wire. 

William Harvey planted the first pole in Section E of the 
Central Section on 1 June 1871 and finished just north of 
what is now the town of Tennant Creek on 1 November 
1871. Since July, on Todd’s instructions, he had only been 
putting in ten poles per mile instead of twenty in order 
to extend the line northwards as quickly as possible.34 He 
then pushed ahead into the Northern Section but, having 
used all but two bundles of wire, he could only plant 
poles. Heavy rain and flooding delayed work but he had 
added nearly 83 miles when he met Richard Burton about 
nine miles north of North Tomkinson’s Creek sometime in 
July.35 Ê
Burton had been travelling south from Powell Creek along 
the Ashburton Range, choosing a route for the line. Now 
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that they knew where the two sections would meet, 
Burton turned back and began constructing the line north. 
He’d brought with him enough wire to get to Lawson 
Creek which he reached on 12 August. Some of Harvey’s 
own men had also brought wire down from Daly Waters 
and so they could work back south, stringing wire and 
putting in the intermediate poles.

There were still gaps further north and surveyor Alexander 
Mitchell’s group was planting poles and working south 
towards the Lawson, arriving there on 13 August; the next 
day, Burton’s wiring party had also reached the Lawson. 
They had strung about four miles of wire on Mitchell’s 
poles when a telegraph message arrived from Todd, then 
at Barrow Creek, instructing both parties to head north to 
help Walter Rutt complete the intermediate poles on his 
section. However, some men stayed behind to use up their 
stock of wire and extended the line some distance north 
of Lawson Creek. Ë 

 Robert Patterson had travelled south with Todd, 
inspecting the work, and had come back to Lawson Creek 
on 9 August. He left there on 16 August  and camped at 
Newcastle Waters in the vicinity of what is now called 
Longreach Waterhole, at the northern end of Lake Woods. 
The next day he rode with Mitchell to the northern end of 
the completed line Ë where he found telegraph operator 
Charles Johnson in contact with Todd at Barrow Creek. 
He camped that night by a small lagoon about ten miles 
further on and then travelled to Frew Ponds.   

Walter Rutt was 60 miles north, the other side of Frew 
Ponds. Ì He sent J M Garcia, the head wireman,36 south 
to work on Mitchell’s section while the rest of the party 
completed the poling and vegetation clearance, finishing 
somewhere south of Frew Ponds where Mitchell had 
started. On 19 August 1872, Rutt recorded in his diary: 
“Poling completed at 10 to the mile”. This gives us the 
date of planting the last pole but not its precise location 
although it was probably about 4 kilometres south of Frew 
Ponds. 

The Final Join
A sufficient number of poles had now been planted to 
enable Garcia to finish the wiring. First he had to go back 
and finish the section north of Frew Ponds  and then, by 
20 August, according to Rutt’s diary, he just had 7½ miles 
somewhere south of Frew Ponds to complete. Garcia 
was now heading south, away from Frew Ponds where 
Patterson has decided to have a ceremonial “joining of the 
wires”. Meanwhile Todd has promised the SA Government 
that the line would be completed by noon on 22 August. 

Up to now, the wiring had been done at the rate of about 
three miles a day and so Garcia’s team would have a sprint 
to the finish line; in fact, they had to work by moonlight to 
erect the final spans.37

A telegraph operator with portable equipment travelled 
with each leading work party to send reports north or 
south back along the line as it was completed. They had 
an even more important part to play when the horse 
express was bridging the gap by retransmitting messages. 
Andrew Howley, the principal telegraph operator with 
the Northern party, rode south to send messages from 
Port Darwin to Adelaide over the completed section of 

the line and returned to Frew Ponds about 9 o’clock in 
the morning of 22 August to say that Garcia’s wiring party 
would finish at noon. Patterson, meanwhile, had cut the 
wire at a convenient location Í in readiness for a “joining 
of the wires” ceremony. (The telegraph line does not pass 
by the Ponds themselves but is a few miles to the east, 
between the Ponds and today’s Stuart Highway.)
What Patterson hadn’t planned on was that news of the 
completion of the wiring had already been telegraphed 
to Adelaide. The message arrived at 1 o’clock – flags were 
flown, bells were rung, and public servants were given the 
rest of the day off.38 The great work had been completed! 
In the absence of the Governor, it was the Chief 
Secretary, Henry Ayers, who sent the formal messages of 
congratulations.
Unaware of the celebrations, Patterson had been 
preparing for his ceremony and sent a message to the 
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This map shows the section of the OTL where the last pole was 
planted and the final joins made: Ê is where Harvey and Burton met;  

Ë is where the line had been extended from the south;  
Ì is where Rutt’s party had been working before being sent south; 

and Í is where the final join was made at 12 noon on  
22 August 1872 before Patterson’s later ceremony at Frew Ponds 

The photo of the adjacent pole was taken in 2012 
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Governor saying he would be ready to join the wires 
at 3 o’clock. Ayers replied asking him to do so “without 
delay”. The tension in the line on either side had pulled 
the gap apart and Patterson had to use some binding wire 
to make the join. And he had forgotten that the batteries 
were connected so that he received a significant shock on 
his first attempt. But finally the wires were joined and at 
3:15 pm on 22 August 1982 Adelaide was connected via 
Port Augusta to Port Darwin. “We then drank success to 
the overland telegraph,” said Patterson, “and fired off not 
21 guns but 21 rounds from our revolvers.”39  

The Head Wireman
Someone who has been lost to history is J M Garcia, 
the head wireman who finally joined the northern and 
southern sections of the Overland Telegraph Line. We at 
least have his initials because he wrote to the papers in 
defence of the Line in December 1872: he was then living 
in Melbourne. Garcia had been responsible for wiring 
about 200 miles of line and erecting more than 100 miles 
of poles. He said that he had erected more than 3000 
miles of telegraph line in various colonies and the OTL was 
as good as any of them: “The wire (which I am informed 
was made to especial order of the Superintendent of 
Telegraphs of South Australia) is certainly the best lot I 
have ever handled,” he told the Register.40 

The Last “Last Pole”
The pole planted on 19 August 1872 was the last one 
needed to enable the wires from north and south to be 
joined. But it was far from the last pole planted on the 
Overland Telegraph Line.

Todd’s original specification called for about twenty poles 
to the mile but, because of a lack of suitable timber or, 
later, to speed up the work, only ten to the mile were 
put in on many sections. Once the wire was joined, the 
poling parties had to go back and fill in the intermediate 
ones. Todd had also ordered 3000 galvanised iron poles 
from England to be used where no suitable timber was 
available or where there was a bushfire risk. And in some 
sections where their strength would be an advantage, he 
proposed to use them “alternately with wooden poles”.41 
The first shipment arrived in April 1871: some were sent to 
Port Augusta and some to Port Darwin.42 Some damaged 
poles on the first section built in the Northern Territory 
had already been replaced before the Line was finished 
and Todd expected to “ gradually introduce iron poles”.43 
However, the iron poles presented their own problems. In 
some locations, lightning strikes damaged the insulators 
and caused interruptions: Todd’s solution was to devise a 
spark gap to divert strikes to earth.44

In April 1873, Dick Knuckey left Adelaide, headed for the 
Roper River, with a team of 62 men. Their task was to 
replace up to 5000 timber poles with iron over about 400 
miles of the Line between Elsie Creek and the middle of 
Section E. At the same time, John Little, with 1500 poles 
at his disposal, would work his way from Port Darwin to 
Katherine.45  Todd travelled with the group as far as Sydney 
where he had been called to give evidence before a NSW 
Select Committee enquiring into “the general question of 
telegraphic communication in Australia”.46 By December, 
the NT Times and Gazette reported rapid progress before 

the Wet and said that, in some sections, “angles in the 
line are being taken out and curves substituted”.47 In 
June 1874, Todd reported that 456 miles of the Overland 
Telegraph Line had been repoled48 and, in July 1876, nearly 
200 miles had been completed. At this point, Dick Knuckey 
went to Fowlers Bay to complete the South Australian 
section of the East-West Telegraph to Eucla.49 
In 1898, a second wire was strung on brackets affixed 
to the existing poles. This time it was No 10 hard-drawn 
copper with about half the electrical resistance of the 
old iron wire.50 The new line was in service by December 
1899.51 In 1941 a second copper wire capable of carrying 
telephone traffic was strung to provide a vital link to 
Darwin during World War II. Some poles needed to be 
strengthened and steel towers were erected to carry the 
Line over rivers. One fateful message was received at the 
Alice Springs station on 19 February 1942: it was in Morse 
Code and it said that Darwin had been bombed that 
morning.52 
Of course, damaged poles always had to be replaced and 
the very last pole installed on the Overland Telegraph Line 
was probably one planted sometime in the 1960s before 
Telstra began replacing land lines with microwave links.  

Where was Todd?
Charles Todd was on his way back to Adelaide with a small 
party, inspecting the work when the line was finally joined. 
On 22 August, they camped on the banks of the Hanson, 
a watercourse at the foot of Central Mount Stuart. 
Todd recorded in his diary (his abbreviations have been 
expanded for clarity):

… Arrived soon after 4h, traps arriving ½ hour later. 
Day fine throughout. Spoke AG [telegraph code for the 
Alice Springs telegraph station] at 6h 30m and found 
wire had been closed and communicated with PO at 
1 pm. Great rejoicing in Adelaide, bells ringing, etc. 
Received congratulatory messages from C.S. [Chief 
Secretary, Henry Ayers] Mayor and Corporation of 
Adelaide, the foreign consuls and numerous friends. 
This is indeed a happy day to me. Telegraphing till 
near 12. Night very cold, gave me severe headache. 
On hearing of line being opened we gave 3 hearty 
cheers and had a good nobbler53 of p.b. [pale brandy] 
all round. Camp near belt of tea tree in the Hanson. 
Water good, but well requires a cover and trough, 
several dead rats in it.54
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